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Task 1 : What to Eat on a Plane?

Task 2: Flight to Happiness

Mini-Challenge

1. Watch the video about food flavors and check the 
correct answers.

(1) What are the two most important factors that decide the 
flavor of a food?

 ☐ taste  ☐ color  ☐ smell  ☐ texture*  ☐ temperature*
(2) Which foods are more likely to be associated with 

umami, a savory taste?

2. Look at the pictures below and discuss the following 
questions with your partner. What do you look forward 
to most when you take a plane? Why?

I look forward to...most because....

Thinking Ahead

texture 口感　　temperature 溫度☺Word Bank
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Reading Strategy

Identifying the Problem and Its Solutions

In a problem-solution text, a problem is stated and one or more possible 
solutions are proposed. The text explains the causes of a problem and its 
negative impact to convince* readers that it needs to be solved. And then 
the text will suggest some solutions to the problem. Being able to identify 
the problem and Its solutions will help readers better understand the 
information in a text.

Read the text on the next page, and then check the problem and solutions 
mentioned in the text.

Problem

☐ The human ear is affected by the noise in the airplane cabin.
☐ The altitude of the plane changes suddenly during take-off or 

landing.
☐ Passengers may feel pain in their ears when the plane is taking 

off or landing.

Solutions

☐ Passengers can lower the pressure inside their ears by swallowing.
☐ Staying awake during take-off or landing can help the ears get 

used to pressure changes.
☐ Holding your breath and gently blowing your nose can balance 

the pressure inside and outside the ears.

Reading Comprehension

   Which of the following statements is NOT a negative impact on the 
human body during take-off or landing?

 (A) Passengers’ ears would break apart.
 (B) Passengers’ ear fluids would get stuck.
 (C) Passengers’ ears would feel blocked and swollen.

convince 說服☺Word Bank
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swollen 腫脹的　　stretch 拉長　　fluid 液體☺Word Bank

　　Audrey heard the captain announce they’d be landing soon. As the plane dropped 
rapidly, her ears started to hurt. They felt blocked and swollen*. “Hope they don’t pop,” 
she thought, watching the giant wing cut through the clouds.
　　Since sudden changes in cabin pressure often negatively affect the human ear, 
Audrey probably wasn’t the only passenger in pain. When the air pressure inside the ear 
is suddenly much higher than that on the outside, parts of the inner ear stretch*. Fluids* 
and air therefore get stuck, which can be uncomfortable or even painful for air travelers. 
Fortunately, there are ways to solve this problem. Suggestions for lowering the pressure 
inside the ear include swallowing, yawning, or chewing on something. You can also hold 
your mouth and nose closed, and gently “blow” your nose until the pressure inside and 
outside is the same. Finally, try not to sleep during take-off or landing. This will give your 
ears more time to get used to pressure changes.

27
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5

Reading Selection

“L adies and gentlemen, this is your captain speaking. 

We’ve now reached an altitude* of thirty thousand 

feet and will be serving breakfast soon. But I must 

warn1 you that it might taste a little different 

from what you’re used to. And...you probably 

won’t enjoy it as much as you do on the 

ground. Please remember that this isn’t 

our fault. Thanks, and enjoy your flight!”

I must warn you 
that it might taste 
a little different 
from what you’re 
used to.

In line 6, the pattern “S + 

V + as much as + S (+ V)” 

is used. What words does 

“do” in that pattern 

replace?

Language Highlight

28
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My Mouth’s in Airplane Mode!Lesson 2

　　Needless to say, you’ll never hear an announcement2 

like this. However, research3 has shown that it’s not the 

airlines’ fault if in-flight food tastes a little “special.” For a 

start, believe it or not, your tongue doesn’t work the same 

up in the air. Because of the lower humidity* and air 

pressure4 in the airplane cabin*, your tongue is actually 

not as sensitive to different flavors5 as it usually is.  

Similarly, your nose, which normally6 helps you 

distinguish7 between different tastes more accurately8, 

becomes so blocked that it doesn’t function9 well high in 

the sky.

　　You can’t just blame10 your tongue and your nose when 

the food on your plate doesn’t taste so great, because even 

your ears can affect11 how much you enjoy your meal. An 

airplane cabin can be quite a noisy place, and this often 

distracts12 passengers’13 attention from what they’re 

eating. In fact, experiments have indicated14 that food 

doesn’t taste as sweet or salty under noisy conditions15 as it 

does in a quieter environment. Your cuisine* in the clouds, 

therefore, might taste quite bland* because of the noise of 

the airplane engines.

1. Why does your 

tongue become less 

sensitive when you 

are up in the air?

2. Besides your tongue, 

what other organs will 

be affected, making 

in-flight meals less 

enjoyable?

Note the Details

Reading Strategy

Identifying the Problem 

and Its Solutions

 • Read paragraph 3 and 

check which of the 

following sentences is 

a problem to be 

solved.

 ☐ An airplane cabin 

is quite a noisy 

place.

 ☐ Your ears can affect 

how much you 

enjoy your meal.

 ☐ Food may taste 

bland in the noisy 

environment of the 

airplane.
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　　Of course, airlines have realized how our organs* are 

affected during a flight and have come up with different 

solutions16 to the problem. British Airways*, for instance, 

has tried providing17 passengers with a nasal spray* to 

clear their stuffy*, dry noses before meals. Most airlines, 

however, have just added more flavoring to the dishes that 

are served during flights to make them tastier. They’ve also 

introduced some savory* ingredients18 to their in-flight 

recipes19, such as tomatoes, mushrooms*, and spinach*, 

because of their rich flavor. In comparison20 with other 

foods, these remain21 yummy, regardless of the 

height of your tummy! 

30

3. How do airlines help 

passengers have a 

more pleasant dining 

experience?

In comparison with 
other foods, these remain 
yummy, regardless of the 
height of your tummy!
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　　“We will soon be landing, ladies and gentlemen. 

Hope you’ve had a pleasant22 flight and enjoyed your 

in-flight meals. We look forward to serving you again 

soon. Safe travels!”

—Written by André Louw

Think and Reflect
1. Do you agree with the author’s point that food might not 

taste so good when it is eaten under noisy conditions? Why 
or why not?
Yes, I agree with this point because....
No, I don’t agree with this point because....

2. Which organ, your tongue, nose, ears, or eyes, will affect you 
most when you try a new food? Why?
My tongue/nose/ears/eyes will affect me most because....

Think about...

night market

food court

fast-food restaurant

fine-dining restaurant

Think about...

taste

smell

sound

sight

45
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Graphic Organizer
Any problem can be solved. Use this graphic organizer to review why food tastes 
“special” when you are flying and how airlines deal with this problem. Complete the 
graphic organizer by matching the following statements from the passage.

(A) It is blocked and thus can’t help people distinguish between different tastes accurately.
(B) It helps to clear people’s stuffy, dry noses before meals.
(C) People’s attention is distracted, and the cuisine tastes bland under noisy conditions. 
(D) It is not as sensitive to different flavors as it usually is.
(E) Tomatoes, mushrooms, and spinach can remain yummy regardless of the height.
(F) It helps to make the dishes tastier.
(G) An airplane cabin is a noisy place because of the noise of its engines.

Problem Solutions

In-flight food tastes a little different from what 
people are used to. Human organs are affected 
by the cabin environment during a flight.

Airlines have proposed different 
solutions to this problem.

￭ Providing a Nasal Spray: 　　

￭ Adding More Flavoring: 　　

￭ Adding Savory Ingredients: 　　

Causes Effects

￭ The humidity and air 
pressure become lower in 
the airplane cabin.

￭ 　　

￭ Tongue: 　　

￭ Nose: 　　

￭ Ears: 　　

32
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Comprehension Practice

  1. According to the passage, when the mouth is in “airplane 
mode,” what will happen?
(A) Flight attendants will offer an extra special meal.
(B) Only savory ingredients will be used in the dishes.
(C) People will lose their appetites and won’t feel like eating.
(D) Food will taste bland compared with how it tastes on the 

ground.

  2. Why is the nose less sensitive when people are flying high 
in the air?
(A) People use nasal sprays too much.
(B) It will bleed due to the high cabin pressure.
(C) It is very likely to get dry and even blocked.
(D) The airplane food is usually heavily seasoned.

  3. How does the noise of the plane engines affect the taste of 
food?
(A) It puts passengers under great pressure.
(B) It makes the tongue too sensitive to sweet or salty food.
(C) It will greatly lower the humidity in the cabin, making 

food dry.
(D) It distracts passengers, making food taste less sweet or 

less salty.

  4. Why does the author include an unlikely flight announce-
ment at the beginning of the passage?
(A) To be humorous so as to catch readers’ interest.
(B) To warn readers of possible medical conditions.
(C) To tell readers how nice the airline services could be.
(D) To complain about how terrible in-flight meals might be.

General 
Understanding

Key Details

Key Details

Inference
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Words for Production
 1. warn

[wɔrn]

▲  

vt. 警告；提醒　to tell or remind someone about possible danger or 

problems

• Bill’s parents warned him not to go mountain climbing because a 
strong typhoon was coming.

warning
[`wɔrnɪŋ]

▲  

n. [C] 警告
• The moment the fire department issued a warning that the building 

might collapse, everyone inside got out immediately.

 2. announcement
[ə`naʊnsmənt]

▲  

n. [C] 公告；廣播通知　an official statement, spoken or written, to 

inform people of an event or decision

• Our English teacher made an announcement that there would be a 
test on Thursday.

announce
[ə`naʊns]

▲  
vt. 宣布
• This world champion boxer has announced that he will retire at  

the end of March.

 3. research
[`risɝtʃ]

▲  

n. [U] 研究　a detailed and careful study of a particular issue or problem

• Dr. Smith is doing some research into how dolphins communicate 
with each other.

research
[rɪ`sɝtʃ]

▲  

vt. 研究
• After researching the causes of this disease for several years, these 

medical experts have finally found a cure.

 4. pressure
[`prɛʃɚ]

▲  

n. [U] （液體、氣體等）壓力　the force produced by a liquid or gas 

within a container or limited space

• Doctors often warn patients with high blood pressure to avoid 
high-fat diets. 

Vocabulary & Phrases
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▲  

n. [U] 心理壓力
• The nurses are under great pressure to work long hours.

 5. flavor
[`flevɚ]

▲  
n. [C, U] 味道　how food or drink tastes

• The tea that is grown in this mountain village 
has a gentle flavor of flowers.

• The soup has no flavor. You should add some salt to it.
flavoring
[`flevərɪŋ]

▲  

n. [U, C] 調味料
• Lucy prefers foods that don’t have any added 

flavoring.
• Grapefruit juice doesn’t usually taste this sweet. There must be 

some artificial flavorings in it.

 6. normally
[`nɔrmḷɪ]

▲  

adv. 通常　in usual situations

• Uncle Frank normally reads the newspaper over breakfast, but this 
morning he watched the news on TV instead.

normal
[`nɔrmḷ]

▲  
adj. 正常的
• It is normal for cats to sleep twelve to sixteen hours a day.

 7. distinguish
[dɪ`stɪŋgwɪʃ]

▲  

vi. vt. 分辨　to identify two or more things or people as being different

• Nancy and her twin sister look so similar that even their parents 
can’t distinguish between them sometimes.

• As an art expert, Victor can easily distinguish a real painting from 
a copy.

 8. accurately
[`ækjərɪtlɪ]

▲  

adv. 精確地；準確地　correctly; without error, doubt, or guessing

• So far scientists have not found a way to predict earthquakes 
accurately.

accurate
[`ækjərɪt]

▲  

adj. 精確的；準確的
• Steve had his watch fixed because it was not accurate in telling 

time.

Word Power
 flavor
 flavour

Word Power
 flavoring
 flavouring
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 9. function
[`fʌŋkʃən]

▲  

vi. 運作；起作用　to operate in a useful way

• Malcom’s favorite couch also functions as a bed when one of his 
friends stays over for the night.

function
[`fʌŋkʃən]

▲  

n. [C] 功能
• Zoos perform the functions of offering people enjoyment and 

helping them better understand animals.

 10. blame
[blem]

▲  

vt. 歸咎於；責怪　to see someone or something as the reason for a 

problem or accident

• The police blamed the drunken driver for the terrible car accident.

 11. affect
[ə`fɛkt]

▲  

vt. 影響　to cause someone or something to change in some way

• Global warming has greatly affected the lives of many wild 
animals, such as polar bears.

 12. distract
[dɪ`strækt]

▲  
vt. 使分心；使轉移注意力　to take someone’s attention away from 

what he or she is supposed to be doing

• Ken tried to finish the novel before bed, but the loud music from 
next door kept distracting him from his reading.

distraction
[dɪ`strækʃən]

▲  

n. [C] 使人分心的人或事物
• With a crying baby and lots of other distractions in the coffee shop, 

Tina found it impossible to study there.

 13. passenger
[`pæsṇdʒɚ]

▲  

n. [C] 乘客　someone in a vehicle, except for the driver

• Passengers on the plane were glad to hear the captain announce 
that the strong winds wouldn’t affect their flight. 

 14. indicate
[`ɪndəˏket]

▲  

vt. 指出　to show, prove, or suggest

• Recent research clearly indicates that only 3% of children in this 
country get as much daily exercise as they should. 
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indication
[ˏɪndə`keʃən]

▲  

n. [C, U] 跡象
• When people have a sore throat and a runny nose, it is normally an 

indication that they have the flu or a cold.
• At the speech contest, John looked confident and gave no indication 

of how nervous he was.

 15. conditions
[kən`dɪʃənz]

▲  

n. pl. 情況；環境　the situation or environment that affects someone 

or something

• Under normal conditions, my scooter functions well, but yesterday 
it was so cold that it wouldn’t start.

condition
[kən`dɪʃən]

▲  

n. [U] 狀況
• My father has been driving the same car for twenty years, but it is 

still in good condition.

 16. solution
[sə`luʃən]

▲  

n. [C] 解決方法　a way to solve a problem

• The government is trying to think of a solution to the problem of 
air pollution.

solve
[sɑlv]

▲  

vt. 解決
• We can solve the problem of garbage by recycling and reusing the 

things we have.

 17. provide
[prə`vaɪd]

▲  

vt. 提供　to give someone something that he or she needs

• This hotel provides a nice breakfast and free Wi-Fi for its guests. 

 18. ingredient
[ɪn`gridɪənt]

▲  

n. [C] （食物的）材料；成分　one of the foods used to prepare a 

certain dish

• This restaurant only uses natural ingredients like fruits, vegetables, 
and herbs in its dishes.

 19. recipe
[`rɛsəpɪ]

▲  

n. [C] 食譜　a list of the ingredients for a dish, and the instructions on 

how to prepare it

• Does this cookbook include a recipe for apple pie?
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 20. comparison
[kəm`pærəsṇ]

▲  

n. [U, C] 比較　checking to see how two or more people or things are 

similar or different

• The cost of living in Taipei is quite high. By comparison, it doesn’t 
cost so much to live in any other city in Taiwan.

• In her latest book, the travel writer made a comparison of the 
eating habits in different countries.

compare
[kəm`pɛr]

▲  

vt. 比較
• Don’t always compare yourself with others; after all, you’re one 

of a kind.

 21. remain
[rɪ`men]

▲  

vi.  保持　to continue to be in the same condition

• When Judy went back to her hometown twenty years later, she 
found that most things remained unchanged.

 22. pleasant
[`plɛzṇt]

▲  

adj. 令人愉快的　enjoyable and making one feel happy

• On summer days, it is pleasant to go for a walk in the evening 
when it is cooler.

Idioms and Phrases 
 1. be used to　習慣　to feel something is normal or familiar after experiencing it

• Arnold is already used to the weather on the island, so the heat and strong winds don’t 
bother him at all.

 2. needless to say　不用說　used when the information to follow should be obvious or a natural 

conclusion

• Miranda performed better than all her co-workers last year. Needless to say, she got a pay 
raise and a promotion.

 3. believe it or not　信不信由你　used to indicate that something is true but might be surprising

• Believe it or not, you have just won one million dollars in our lottery!
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 4. come up with　想出　to think of a solution, plan, answer, or idea

• We came up with a great plan to hold a surprise party for Gina on her birthday.
 5. for instance　例如　for example

• Rex is always saying nice things about others. Yesterday, for instance, he told everyone 
that my new hairstyle looked great.

 6. in comparison with　和⋯⋯相較之下　when compared with

• In comparison with Greenland, Taiwan is a very small island. 
 7. regardless of　不管　despite; in spite of

• Cindy struggled to make her dream of becoming a singer come true regardless of all the 
difficulties she faced.

Words for Recognition
 1. airplane mode [`ɛrˏplen ˏmod]　n. [U] 飛航模式
 2. altitude [`æltəˏtjud]　n. [C] 海拔
 3. humidity [hju`mɪdətɪ]　n. [U] 溼度
 4. cabin [`kæbɪn]　n. [C] 機艙
 5. cuisine [kwɪ`zin]　n. [U, C] 菜餚
 6. bland [blænd]　adj. 平淡無味的
 7. organ [`ɔrgən]　n. [C] 器官
 8. British Airways [ˏbrɪtɪʃ `ɛrˏwez]　n. 英國航空
 9. nasal spray [`nezḷ ˏspre]　n. [C] 鼻噴劑
 10. stuffy [`stʌfɪ]　adj. 阻塞的
 11. savory [`sevərɪ]　adj. 可口開胃的
 12. mushroom [`mʌʃrum]　n. [C] 蘑菇
 13. spinach [`spɪnɪtʃ]　n. [U] 菠菜

Word Power
 savory
 savoury
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S + V + as + adj./adv./many + N/much + N + as + S (+ V)....

1. 此句型用於表示兩者性質或狀態相同，表達兩者「一樣⋯⋯」，第二個主詞後面的 be 動詞或
助動詞通常可省略。

• My mom’s homemade pizza is as yummy as the pizza from a top-rated restaurant 
(is).

• Little Sandra dances as beautifully as a professional dancer (does).
• This semester, Andrea took as many courses as her best friend Linda (did).
• Traveling to Hong Kong probably costs as much money as traveling to Tokyo (does).

2. 否定句表達「不如⋯⋯一樣⋯⋯」，第一個 as 可用 so 取代。
• Greg is shy and not so outgoing as his twin sister Cathy.

3. 此句型常用於譬喻，例如可利用動物的特性來比擬人、事物的特質，讓描述更生動。
• The manager is as busy as a bee recently, trying to meet the project deadline.
• Every time Stanley shows me his new cell phone, he is as proud as a peacock.

Sentence Pattern

在此語境中，妻子描述咖啡廳一如以往，生意很好，為了表達現在跟過去的狀態相同，因此使用
「as...as」的句型。

Really? Is it any different?

No, it’s as busy 
as it was before. 

It took me half an 
hour to get a coffee.

Honey, do you 
remember the 

coffee shop where 
we first met? I went 
there yesterday.
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2
Examples

1. You probably won’t enjoy it as much as you do on the ground. (line 5)
2. Your tongue is actually not as sensitive to different flavors as it usually is. (line 14)
3. Food doesn’t taste as sweet or salty under noisy conditions as it does in a quieter 

environment. (line 25)

Practice

Combine the two sentences using the above pattern. The first one has been done 

for you.

1.  The tower is fifty meters tall.                           
(The new department store....)

  The new department store is fifty meters tall.
 The new department store is as tall as the tower (is). 

2.  Keith plays basketball very well.   
(Shawn....)

  Shawn plays basketball very well.
  

3.  A bird is free.                                                         
(Chris....)

  Chris felt free when the summer vacation began.
  

4.  Billy borrowed twenty books from the library.    
(Nicole....)

  Nicole borrowed twenty books from the library.
  

5.  Adrian spent seventy dollars on breakfast. 
(Sarah....)

  Sarah spent fifty dollars on breakfast.
  

6.  This small airplane can reach 500 kilometers per hour. 
(This sports car....)

  This sports car can reach 350 kilometers per hour.
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Very good Good OK Poor Very poor

Service     

Quality of Food     

Choice of Food     

Cleanliness     

Comments:

Because of your great 
service and delicious food, 
my family and I enjoyed a 
wonderful night at your 
place. We’ll definitely 
come back.

D & R Restaurant Survey

Read the first two sentences carefully and look at what is marked. Then read the 

other sentences. Which parts of the sentences are similar to the marked parts of 

the first two? Mark them in the same way.

1. We had a wonderful dinner at the restaurant because it offered a wide choice of dishes.
2. My family and I enjoyed our evening very much because of the high-quality food.
3. We were impressed by the restaurant because the whole place was spotlessly clean.
4. Because of the loud noise, Mandy could not hear me.
5. Because a storm was coming, the baseball game was canceled. 
6. Because of the car accident, the road was blocked by the police.

1. “Because” and “because of” are used to introduce 　　　.

 □  a reason □  a purpose □  a result
2. Pair up and discuss the difference between “because” and “because of.” 

Examples

1. Because of the lower humidity and air pressure in the airplane cabin, your tongue is 
actually not as sensitive to different flavors as it usually is.  (line 13) 

2. You can’t just blame your tongue and your nose when the food on your plate doesn’t taste 
so great, because even your ears can affect how much you enjoy your meal.  (line 20) 

Explore & Discover
Language in Use
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3. Your cuisine in the clouds, therefore, might taste quite bland because of the noise of 
the airplane engines.  (line 27) 

4. They’ve also introduced some savory ingredients to their in-flight recipes, such as 
tomatoes, mushrooms, and spinach, because of their rich flavor.  (line 36)

Apply & Practice
Step 1:  Form groups of four. Search for a song that has “because” or “because of” in its 

lyrics. Write down the name of the song, its singer, and three sentences with 
“because” or “because of” from the lyrics in Part A.

Step 2:  Each group sings one of the sentences to the other groups. Then the other groups 
write down what they have heard in Part B, and guess what song each sentence 
is from.

Song:                                                Singer:                                                    
Lyrics with “because” or “because of”:

1.                                                                                                             
                                                                                                            
2.                                                                                                              
                                                                                                               
3.                                                                                                              
                                                                                                               

1.                                                                                                             
                                                                                                            
2.                                                                                                              
                                                                                                               
3.                                                                                                              
                                                                                                               

A

B
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Vocabulary Preview
Listen and repeat. 

1. captain 2. fasten seat 
belt sign

3. food and 
beverage service

4. flight 5. arrival 

Listening Strategy
Note-Taking for Getting Information 
While listening, you can understand the content through note-taking. One way to 
organize your notes is using a mind map, a useful tool to help you collect information. 
Just write down keywords, instead of whole sentences, to form a mind map. This 
way, you can understand the relationship between the main ideas and the details.

Ⅰ

Listen for the Gist

Listen and choose the correct answer. 
  What kind of talk is this?
  (A) A public speech.
  (B) A flight announcement.
  (C) An opening remark* in a talk show.

Listening Strategy 

opening remark 開場白☺Word Bank
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□ 23℃ □ 32℃

Temperature 
at the Destination

□ A flight attendant.
□ The captain.

Speaker

□ Food and beverage.
□ In-flight shopping.

In-Flight Service

□ 1:30 p.m. 
□ 4:45 p.m.

Arrival Time

Listen for Details

Listen again. Complete the mind map by checking the right answer according to what 
you have heard.

□ 3 hours and 30 minutes.
□ 2 hours and 40 minutes.

Flight Time

□ Taipei. 
□ Tokyo.

Destination


